Kia ora tatou,
A variety of projects have
progressed since I last wrote for
Inside Running in July. In that
issue I talked about the reshaping
of the NZRB Leadership Team,
and the challenge of both revitalising our core infrastructure and
products, while reining in costs
and living within our means.
On the first point, I’m pleased to announce the final three
appointments to the Racing Board Leadership Team. Shaun
Brooks has taken up the General Manager Finance role, Patricia (Trish) Bolger has joined as General Manager People,
Culture and Talent, and Andy Kydd will join us in early January 2016 as General Manager Broadcasting.
They complete our top team, joining Gary Woodham General Manager Customer, Stephen Henry - General Manager Services, Colin Philp - General Manager Technology,
and Glen Saville, General Manager Betting.
I’m extremely pleased to have such a quality group of people
leading the NZRB. They bring a huge range of knowledge and
experience across a range of fields, and will be instrumental to
NZRB in meeting our challenges and opportunities head on.

While we’ve been in the process of making
these appointments, progress has continued
on developing our digital channels and the
capability of our information technology
support services.
Changes to our Technology team have continued at a great
pace. We are partnering with Spark, who will provide our
internal IT support and server housing. This will lower our
annual IT costs, allows us to scale our infrastructure depending on demand, and gives us more server security and
reliability. It will also greatly lower our overheads and costs in
providing hardware and software for our business, particularly in the long-term.
As a whole, our digital channels continue to go great guns.
This is evidenced by a record number of customers betting
with us; over 165,000 unique TAB account bettors in the past
12 months, an 11.4% increase on the previous financial year.

Our digital channels – tab.co.nz, the TAB Mobile App and our
i.tab & m.tab mobile sites – are a huge area of growth for us,
so we’ve continued to make enhancements in this area,
including a new Multi page, Watch&Bet improvements, more
content on tab.co.nz and a greater number of options,
specials and products for our customers. The Mobile App is
also going from strength to strength, as you will see in the
article below.
We must continue to make progress in the digital space. This
is an area where new customers are won and lost, and in
which our competitors are most active. Developing our
digital products and infrastructure requires significant
investment, which is where the challenge lies in balancing
expenditure versus opportunity. To lower operating expenses
in the long term, and prepare our industry for further growth,
we need to investment in the areas our customers demand,
and digital is key to this.
Earlier this month I attended the Standardbred Breeders
conference in Christchurch and the Greyhounds New
Zealand conference in Palmerston North. In Christchurch,
much of the conversation centred on how the various stakeholders – owners, breeders, trainers and NZRB – can work
closer together to tackle the issues identified. It was encouraging to hear open discussion and ideas around these issues
are and how to address them.
In Palmerston North, much of the discussion was focused on
the code funding model. The major feedback I received is
that a new model is needed- reflecting margin, not just
turnover and that we need to invest for the long term and that
the NZRB needs to better manage its costs.
At both forums I was pleased with the robust conversations
around what we need to do together to improve and grow.
Please don’t hesitate to get in touch with me at insiderunning@nzracingboard.co.nz, I’m always open to your feedback and questions.
Regards,

John Allen

for

